Stuff That Works
Stage & Expo

The Open & Agile Smart Cities stand (F650) is a meeting and exhibition space for like-minded cities and open innovators.

This year’s congress theme - Cities Made of Dreams - reflects on the recent and rapid transformation of cities and communities. Many digital solutions that are successfully implemented today, seemed like sheer daydreaming only a decade ago.

Our Stuff That Works Stage features solution providers and cities at the forefront of urban innovation. While interoperable services and solutions still seem like a dream today, at the OASC stand you will meet innovators from the public and private sector who are working towards making this dream come true.

The OASC Expo Space features associations and projects working towards more open and agile sharing of solutions across cities - from pre-commercial procurement and the shared technical foundations to the use of open source building blocks in the public sector.

Our Member Cities
Open & Agile Smart Cities connects 150 cities from 30 countries across 4 continents. Join us today to have your say in tomorrow’s smart city standards: www.oascities.org/how-to-join/

### Stage Programme

**Stand F650**

**Tuesday 19/11**

10:00 SCORE - ‘Setting the Scence for Smart Cities and Open Data Re-Use’
10:30 SCORE City Presentation - ‘Improving Mobility in the City’
10:30 SCORE City Presentation - ‘Water Management as a Common Challenge’
11:30 City of Tampere - ‘Intelligent Street Lighting’
12:00 - 14:00 Break
14:00 SCIFI - ‘Introduction to Smart City Innovation’
14:30 Seoul Digital Foundation - ‘Examples of International Cooperation - the GDIA’
15:00 Smart Flanders - ‘A regional approach to joint procurement, open data and more’
15:30 OASC Announcement

**Wednesday 20/11**

10:00 SELECT4Cities - ‘Impact of Pre-Commercial Procurement’
10:30 UrbanTide - ‘USMART Data Insights Platform’
11:00 Engineering - ‘The Digital Enable’
11:30 Martel Innovate - ‘Orchestra Cities’
12:00 PoliVisu - ‘Impact of Data Visualisation’
12:30 DUET - ‘Urban Digital Twins’

**Thursday 21/11**

10:00 Foundation for Public Code - ‘Codebase Stewardship’
10:30 City of Limerick - ‘Urban Digital Transformation in Limerick: Lighthouse Smart City’
11:00 City of Utrecht - ‘The City Innovation Platform’

13:00 Connected Places Catapult - ‘Running Pilots for Scale-Up’
13:30 European Commission - ‘Scaling Up Digital Solutions in Europe: Tools and Support’
14:00 Digital Catapult - ‘Synchronicity Data Marketplace’
14:30 City of Milan - ‘Pilots for Impact’
15:00 City of Antwerp - ‘Innovative Procurement’
15:30 Smart City Institute - ‘OASC Japan & Japan’s Super City Strategy’
16:00 World Economic Forum - ‘The G20 Global Smart Cities Alliance’
17:00 Scale-Up Reception hosted by Synchronicity
   - Martin Brynskov, OASC
   - Zsuzsanna Bodí, ENoLL
   - Svetoslav Mihaylov, European Commission
   - Joan Batlle, Barcelona
   - Bart Rosseau, Ghent

At stand F650, OASC brings together projects and solutions with the vision to create open and sustainable ‘cities made of dreams’.
Our Partners

Visit the OASC stand F650 to meet and exchange with our partner organisations and projects.

**SCORE**

The project SCORE (Smart Cities Open data RE-use) aims to increase efficiency and quality of public services in cities based on smart and open data-driven solutions. SCORE is a European funded project with nine cities: Amsterdam, Aarhus, Aberdeen, Bergen, Bradford, Dordrecht, Ghent, Gothenburg & Hamburg and three universities are cooperating. The partner cities share innovative solutions based upon open data.

*More About SCORE*

WWW.NORTHSEAREGION.EU/SCORE

---

**SELECT4Cities**

SELECT4Cities is funded under Horizon2020 and aims to deliver a city-wide open innovation platform for the public sector and beyond by supporting the use of Internet-of-Everything data and technology. It is achieving its aims using a new type of procurement called ‘Pre-Commercial Procurement’.

*More About SELECT4Cities*

WWW.SELECT4CITIES.EU

---

**SYNCHRONICITY**

SynchroniCity is the European IoT Large-Scale Pilot for Smart Cities & Communities. The initiative drives the concrete creation of a global market where cities and businesses develop shared digital services to improve the lives of citizens and grow local economies. SynchroniCity is built on the belief that creating an open and agile digital market across borders will help cities and its citizens get better services.

*More About Synchronicity*

WWW.SYNCHRONICITY-IOT.EU

---

**SCIFI**

SCIFI (Smart City Innovation Framework Implementation) aims to activate the market for innovative solutions to improve public service delivery using data. The partner cities jointly explore innovative procurement methods to work with businesses in developing data-based solutions and demonstrating the value of opening data.

*More About SCIFI*

WWW.INTERREG2SEAS.EU/SCIFI

---

**PoliVisu**

PoliVisu is a Research and Innovation project designed to evolve the traditional public policy making cycle using big data. The aim is to enhance an open set of digital tools to leverage data to help public sector decision-making become more democratic.

*More About PoliVisu*

WWW.POLICYVISUALS.EU

---

**Open & Agile Smart Cities (OASC)**

Open & Agile Smart Cities (OASC) is an international network of smart cities and communities. The network connects 150 cities from 30 countries across 4 continents.

Our mission is to unite cities around the world to agree on common, open standards that enable a global market for urban, data-driven services based on the needs of cities and communities.

As a non-profit organisation, OASC facilitates the exchange between cities and communities on digital interoperability and fosters capacity building and exchange of best practices between member cities worldwide.

*Find Out More On*

WWW.OASCITIES.ORG

---
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